Mobile cellular communication is increasingly becoming the preferred method of voice telecommunication. Mobile data and Internet-based services will soon follow once a revolution in ease of use becomes a reality. The increasing use of mobile radio technologies wherever people are impacts directly on the design of mobile radio networks. All users must share a limited amount of spectrum allocated to a given operator and would interfere with each other unless an appropriate design was put into operation. Thus, radio-network designers must carefully plan the deployment and configurations of radio base stations in order to support traffic at a level of quality expected by customers. Radio engineers must achieve the radio coverage of a given area under time and required quality constraints and usually many other practical aspects, including the physial location of radio equipment, availability of fixed-core network connections, expected traffic, and growth projections. These tasks cannot be performed efficiently manually because of Radiowave propagation, building databases, and GIS: anything in common? A radio engineer's viewpoint Abstract. Mobile cellular communication has already entered the mass market, and mobile Internet services will soon become a reality. The frequent use of mobile radio technologies wherever people are has a direct impact on the deployment of base stations or radio access points, including antennas. Put simply, to serve an increasing number of users requires an increasing number of base stations. Thus, operators must carefully plan the deployment and configurations of radio base stations in order to support voice and data traffic at a level of quality expected by customers. Planning tools are used to help radio engineers in their difficult tasks of balancing requirements or radio coverage and quality with economic and other practical aspects. These planning tools make extensive use of terrain databases and of visualisation tools that lead some tool vendors to offer functionalities very similar to a geographical information system (GIS) or even to base their product on a GIS. Futhermore, because radio communication between base stations and users is crucial, all computations in a planning tool are based on the use of radio-propagation predictions. Until recently, empirical propagation prediction seemed sufficient. However, more efficient planning and the planning of nonvoice services or of a mixture of voice and nonvoice services require more accurate propagation-prediction models. These propagation models are usually based on the computation of the physical interaction of ratio waves and the environment. Thus more detailed databases are required, especially in urban environments where most users are located. Although the authors are not GIS specialists, they aim to expose some of the relationship between radio-propagation models used for mobile radio network planning and databases for terrain and buildings. For example, an accuracy of about 1 m on the coordinates of building corners is found to be acceptable in terms of accuracy in radio coverage. As another example, simulation results show that the use of conventional propagation models and rough geographical databases for the planning of future cellular systems like UMTS might cause serious difficulties.
their complexity and because of the time pressure involved in deploying costly infrastructure. Thus, planning software tools are used by radio engineers to design, analyse, and compare various scenarios. These software tools make an extensive use of terrain and building databases not only to compute radio coverage but also to display results over a geographical reference. Because of the difficult tasks of computing and presenting the results, some tool vendors offer functionalities very similar to a geographical information system (GIS). Other vendors even base their radio-network planning product on a commercial or proprietary GIS. Thus, the main objective of this paper is to illustrate some relationships between radio propagation, mobile radionetwork design, and GIS. More specifically, the relationships between advanced radio-propagation-prediction models based on ray-tracing and building vectors and terrain heights are described. We do not report on developments of terrain type (so called`clutter') data for mobile radio planning because those data usually depend heavily on proprietary aspects of the empirical coverage-predicition model used in the planning tool. Furthermore, these empirical models tend to have limited accuracy when compared with ray-tracing models (COST, 1999; Ku« rner et al, 1993) .
The following section introduces some basic concepts about cellular mobile communication, mobile radio-network planning, and the need for accurate radiopropagation predictions based on terrain and building databases. The use of planning tools for radio-network planning is further explained in section 3. This section also introduces the need for mobile radio-network-planning tools for a graphical user interface (GUI) based on the capabilities of a GIS. Section 4 details further the relation between GIS and propagation-prediction models. The interrelated accuracy of the building database and predictions is investigated in section 5. Finally, section 6 concludes this interdisciplinary paper that aims to attract a few GIS specialists to consider the needs of radio-network-planning engineers.
Mobile communications: basics
In several European countries over 70% of the population has a mobile telephone. Worldwide, at the beginning of 2002, more than 10% of the world's population has a GSM subscription. (1) Over 660 million mobile subscriptions are served by close to 640 network and service operators, in about 180 countries (http://www.gsmworld.com/ index.shtml ). Thus, mobile cellular communication has entered the mass market in most developed countries and potential for development remains very large elsewhere. The exponential growth of mobile communication, especially in Europe thanks to the GSN standard, has overtaken expectations by about ten years. Although early concerns for network operators are always radio coverage, priorities related to capacity and cost efficiency while maintaining good quality are rapidly becoming more important. Advanced planning strategies must increasingly rely on advanced tools to sustain capacity and quality requirements. Emerging mobile data communications, still in its infancy with services like SMS, will certainly raise user expectations for value-added services. According to Ericsson (Morfit, 2001) , the consulting company Strategy Analytic concluded in their investigation in Europe in May 2000 that 34.2% of the customers had chosen their current network operator for``Network Quality/Coverage''. The frequent use of mobile radio technologies wherever people are has a direct impact on the deployment of base stations or radio-access points, including antennas. Put simply, to serve an increasing number of users requires an increasing number of base stations. Thus, mobile radio operators must carefully plan the deployment and the configurations of radio base stations in order to support traffic at a level of quality expected by customers. Assuring sufficient
(1) Acronyms are explained in the appendix. quality and network capacity is not an easy task. Furthermore, competition and cost pressure require the use of the most efficient procedures and tools for the planning, deployment operation, and maintenance of the radio network. In a mobile radio cellular system, equipment and base station antennas must be carefully located and configured. The main configuration parameter is either the transmitted power (in current CDMA and future UMTS systems) or allocated carrier frequencies (in FDMA/TDMA systems like GSM) depending on the cellular system being planned.
Cell coverage is dictated by a combination of factors, mainly the effects of the environment (terrain and buildings, trees, water area, etc) on the radio propagation. The complexity of the interactions has led radio engineers to rely on rather simple empirical propagation-prediction models that provide results such as those shown in figure 1. Clearly, the inaccurate coverage is roughly circular around the base station. Accurate propagation predictions give radio-network planners a more realistic view of their design. This leads to more efficient and cost-effective network planning while keeping lengthy measurement verification to a minimum. The difference can be striking, as shown in figure 2 (see over), which is based on accurate radio-propagation models using sufficiently accurate and precise terrain and building data. The requirements for the database will be clarified later.
A radio network is made up of a large number of cells with minimum overlap so as to minimise the number of base stations. However some overlap is required to allow for handovers for moving mobile phone users. Furthermore, in second-generation (2G) mobile communication systems, carrier frequencies must be assigned for each cell. Because of interference, no two identical (or even adjacent) frequencies can be assigned in neighbouring cells. Other constraints are not within the scope of this paper; Figure 1 . Simplified cell coverage in an urban environment for mobile radio voice service. Prediction using a conventional propagation model resulting in limited accuracy when using only terrain-type (so-called clutter) data. Coverage is roughly circular around the base station (black dot).
however, it should be made clear that assigning carrier frequencies to cells is not an easy task. Automatic frequency-planning software tools exist, but their usefulness is obviously bounded by the accuracy of the required propagation prediction that allows computing coverage and interference between base stations (Ku« rner and Fauss, 1997) .
The complexity of radio-network planning can be roughly appreciated by comparing the coverage of a single cell (figures 1 and 2) or the combined coverage for several cells as displayed in figure 3 . Figures 1^3 show that predictions from a conventional empirical propagation model [figures 1 and 3(a)] lead to more regular structures than predictions from a more accurate ray-tracing model [figures 2 and 3(b)]. The combined coverage is the representation used to display the received signal strength independent of which base station provides the best coverage at a given place. The so-called best-server map displays this information, that is, a different colour is assigned to different base station antennas but the signal strengths are not shown. That is, best-server maps display different colours for different base stations so that coverage above a given threshold can be easily assigned to the base station providing the best coverage [figures 4 and 5 (see over)]. In figures 4 and 5, the base stations are located on a hexagonal grid as is usual when a regular structure is desired. It is obvious that simple propagation models cannot capture the complexity of accurate coverage as shown in figure 5 . Thus, radio-network planning must be based on accurate propagation predictions. In turn, accurate propagation predictions can only be obtained when the input database (terrain, buildings, base stations, antennas, etc) is sufficiently accurate. This paper reports some investigations of the relation between the accuracy of the propagation predictions and the accuracy of the building database. However, the effect of the accuracy of the terrain-height database is not considered here for two reasons. First, a height inaccuracy of about 1 m is not very important because of the propagation phenomena involved in mobile radio environments . Second, mobile terminals can be carried at various heights: for example, at waist or head level or in car or on the roof of a van. Thus the inaccuracy of terrain height is not a major problem. However, a brief investigation will be reported below to assess the effect of building-height accuracy. The effect of terrain type (clutter), such as flat, hilly, suburban, urban, dense urban, water, sea, etc, is not considered in this paper. As mentioned in the introduction, the definition of clutter is proprietary for many empirical coverage-prediction models used in commercial planning and these models (see figure 1 ) have limited accuracy when compared with ray-tracing models (see figure 2 , for example). Before considering the results, it is important to explain in the next section the use of planning tools and GIS for radio-network planning. The need for GIS functionalities for any mobile radio-network-planning tool should not be underestimated.
3 Planning tools and GIS Planning a radio network in urban environments is usually the first step in the deployment of a new system because it is where most customers are. For mature systems or mature operators, the urban environment still remains extremely important because of its density of potential customers. Transmitted power and the environment mainly dictate radio coverage. The urban environment is extremely complex, as can be seen in figure 6 which presents a view of a city as seen from a base station antenna. The full complexity and all the details seen in figure 6 are not required. But how much complexity needs to be retained depends mainly on the radio-wave-propagation model used, the expected accuracy, and any limitation in computation time. Other aspects also need to be considered, especially the availability, accuracy, and price of the geographical databases. Currently the best accuracy can be obtained using so-called ray-tracing propagation models that will be described in the following section. The geographical databases required for these models are also described in the next section. Having computed the coverage from all base station antennas within the region of interest, various views from the results are useful to radio planners. First, it is interesting to display the geography of the region of interest from pictures as in figure 6 and from the terrain and building database using a two-dimensional/threedimensional (2D/3D) representation [as in figure 7 (see over)].The next step might involve the display of some results, such as the base-station-antenna pattern shown in figure 8 (see over). Then, several functionalities need to be implemented to allow the placement of the base-station antennas, the choice of their directions and configurations. Standard GIS functionalities for viewing, zooming, windowing, etc are usually very useful. Finally, the planning tool must offer the usual convenience for opening, saving, editing, combining, and deleting antenna and base-station configurations. A default configuration or, better, various preset base-station configurations are very convenient for the planners.
4 Radio propagation and GIS Until recently, empirical propagation predictions seemed sufficient to most operators. Inaccuracies in these models were mitigated by extensive measurement campaigns and the experience of talented radio planners. Most empirical propagation models for cellular communications are based on curve-fitting measurements of the received power (P RM in dBm) versus the distance (d in m) measured from the base station to the mobile. Typically, a power-law dependence is obtained as seen in figure 9 ,
By appropriately adjusting parameters A and B according to the terrain type (so-called terrain clutter), reasonable radio-coverage prediction can be achieved especially in rural and suburban environments (COST, 1999) . The dependence of A on the transmitted power (P TX ), base station and mobile antenna gains (G BS and G MS ), and the clutter attenuation (A clutter ) is apparently simple (A P TX G BS G MS À A clutter ), but the angular dependence of the antenna gains must be computed. This is a simple feature for any GIS. However, the major drawbacks of the empirical power-law methods are: (1) It requires extensive measurements to validate, or modify, the empirical propagation parameters depending on the available clutter type. Figure 9 . Power-law dependence of the received power versus distance from the base station. The measurement data pertaining to a given clutter class are given a different symbol, but this information is irrelevant for this paper and has been lost in this copy of the original figure. The straight line is a curve fit of the equation (1) to the measurement data.
With an empirical model, terrain height can usually be taken into account by varying the parameters in an empirical way (for example, COST, 1999) . Vertical terrain height from the base station to the mobile telephone is derived from a grid of average terrain heights. This kind of grid is usually available in all countries (for example, see http://www.istar.com/) with a raster varying from 5 Â 5 m to over 250 Â 250 m. In the mid-1990s a semiempirical propagation model was derivedöCOST 231^WalfishÎ kegami (COST, 1999) . The propagation model is conceptually similar to equation (1) but parameters A and B can be computed from several geographical parameters such as building height, street width, and street orientation, in addition to the usual inputs of antenna and mobile heights. Propagation over hilly terrain is taken into account by using an empirical formula for the diffraction of radio waves over the main obstacle(s). As usual, terrain height is taken into account only on the vertical profile from the base station to the mobile telephone.
The accuracy of the empirical model is conventionally quantified in terms of mean and standard deviation of the prediction error. The prediction error is defined as the difference between the predicted received power in dBm and the measured value. Local averages are computed to remove so-called fast fading. A typical value for the mean error is less than 3 dB, and typical standard deviation values range from 7 to 12 dB, even after calibration of the model. The worst inaccuracies of conventional models result from comparisons in urban environments.
During the last few years more accurate models for urban environments have been developed based on tracing the radio ray in a 3D representation of buildings (Rizk, 1997) . To simplify and speed up the computations, two perpendicular 2D views are usually considered: first, the vertical 2D plane from the base station antenna to the mobile telephone (figure 10) is obtained and, second, the horizontal 2D plane or the bird's eye view shown in figure 11 is used. Here the buildings are roughly represented through their contours. Bit or vector maps of such data can be employed, although vector maps have many advantages related to memory size and computation speed. Figure 10 . Representation of the modelling for an empirical model of the received power versus distance from the base station. The radio wave propagation is modelled by one radio ray reaching the mobile telephone after multiple diffractions over the rooftop. Empirical models are based on a few parameters to describe the radio path. More accurate models trace the radio paths over each building.
Neglecting the horizontal component is very popular in commercial planning tools despite its limited accuracy. The results are especially inaccurate at a short distance from the base-station antenna, or when the base-station antenna is below the rooftop. This shortcoming has been observed by a large number of researchers (Groskopf, 1987; Ku« rner et al, 1993; Lachat et al, 1997; Li et al, 1997; Maciel et al, 1993; Saunders and Bonar, 1991; Walfisch and Bertoni, 1988) and can be avoided by using propagation models based on ray tracing for example. Ray tracing models are becoming increasingly popular, but the high development cost and need for efficient implementation slowed its introduction as a commercial product. The efficient implementation of a ray-tracing model requires the disparate skills of software development, computer graphics, and diffraction theory. Combining the radio-propagation prediction in two orthogonal 2D representations results in a so-called pseudo-3D propagation model. Full-3D propagation models do exist (for example, Rizk et al, 1998) , but the improved accuracy is not yet worth the computation time. A few rays are shown in figure 12 (see over) to explain the basic concept of ray tracing. Radio rays can either be reflected by building walls (so-called mirror or specular reflections) or diffracted by building corners. After a single reflection, the signal power level is generally higher than after a single diffraction. Thus, single diffraction may be neglected in most cases. However, in the geometry of urban environments, such as in figure 8, single reflections cannot explain the received power level. Multiple specular reflections must be taken into account for most rays reaching the mobile telephone through reflections. And contributions from single diffracted rays may even dominate (details can be found in Rizk, 1997) .
Ray tracing in the vertical plane is somewhat different. Multiple diffractions over rooftops must be computed, and this is not trivial. A single specular reflection must be considered if the mobile telephone is between two buildings as seen in the lower panel of figure 10 . Similarly, another specular reflection might have to be considered if the base-station antenna is below the rooftops. More frequently, multiple diffractions occur even though the roof of the last building before the mobile telephone is in line-of-sight (LOS) with the base station. Indeed, the electromagnetic rays considered here are in pure LOS only when the first Fresnel zone is free of any obstacles. The first Fresnel zone is an ellipsoid around the direct path. This ellipsoid is defined as the volume where a ray diffracted inside this volume has a path that is 1 2 l longer than the direct path (l is the wavelength of the carrier frequency f c ). Thus the diffracted path and the direct path have opposite phases. Their combination then leads to destructive interference. When the first Fresnel zone is not obstructed, a radio ray can be used as an abstraction of the straightline propagation of the radio wave between two antennas.
Ray tracing in the vertical plane from the base-station antenna to the mobile telephone involves computing the path of a rubber band over the buildings between the transmitting and receiving antennas. Once the path is known, electromagnetic wave theory must be used to compute the multiple diffractions and any possible specular reflections. In Walfisch and Bertoni (1988) it was shown from simulations that multiple diffractions over a distance d lead to a power-law dependence with the following approximate characteristics for the received power level P RX .
where A is a constant. This result explains why empirical models based on a power law could approximate the coverage with some success when tuned or corrected with measurements [equation (2) is equation (1) with B 40]. However, when a high accuracy (for example, a standard deviation of the prediction error of less than 7 dB in an urban environment) is required or when measurements are lacking or are too expensive to gather, ray-tracing models should be used. For some radio-network operators, a major drawback in the use of a ray-tracing model is the need for building data. The following section quantifies the requirements on building accuracy. Terrain-data type (clutter) and terrain height are more conventional requirements required for all propagation models. Thus these accuracy requirements are not discussed here.
Accuracy of building databases

Results of propagation predictions
The first part of this section is based on Rizk (1997) and Rizk et al (2000) . Ray-tracing predictions in urban microcellular environments require databases for the building layout, and the electrical characteristics of buildings and base stations (locations, antennas, power, etc). The effects of some inaccuracies on the databases, which are required for ray-tracing predictions in urban microcellular environments, are presented below.
To start the investigation of the effect of database inaccuracies, three different maps, shown in figure 13, were first used to produce the building vectors required for the radio propagation predictions: (a) a cadastre map (a very accurate map which can be used for legal purpose), (b) a city map (a tourist map), and (c) a 1 : 25 000 scale map (a map considered to be accurate in Switzerland). Ranking the accuracy would give (a), (c), and (b) [ figure 14 (see over) ]. The results improve with the accuracy of the geometry, giving the best results when the most accurate cadastre map is used. Errors in building layouts, which could occur when blindly applying an automatic vector-recognition algorithm on scanned maps, could lead to erroneous prediction results. Details of each building block, especially openings such as parking areas, large roundabouts, parks, etc, are also important for accurate predictions.
The influence on the predictions of two types of random errors or inaccuracies in building databases has also been analysed in Rizk (1997) and Rizk et al (2000) . It was found that the predictions are more sensitive to errors in the position of building corners or vertices [figure 15(a)] than to errors in the size of the building [ figure 15(b) ]. The main difference between these two types of error is that the orientation of building walls is affected in the case of errors in building-corner position, whereas the orientation of building walls is kept constant in the case of errors in building size. In the example of the city of Bern cited in Rizk (1997) and Rizk et al (2000) , it was found that to be 90% confident that the errors in the building database do not increase the standard deviation by more than 1 dB with respect to the measurements, it is admissible for 95% of building walls to be within AE2 m of their actual position [errors in building size, figure 15(a) ]. The same error in the standard deviation with the measurements can be obtained from an error in the building database in which 95% of building vertices are within AE1 m of their actual position [error in building-corner location, figure 15(b) ]. Similar investigations in different environments are needed to determine how these error thresholds are dependent on the environment.
The effect of building-height accuracy has been investigated in Lachat et al (1997) . Because of the complexity and difficulties in analysing this effect, only a simple comparison has been made. Prediction results based on a building database including the building heights found in the database have been compared with results obtained when a constant height was used. The constant building height was set to be equal to the average building height. The results from Lachat et al (1997) can be interpreted as showing that an error of a few metres is not acceptable.
Because of the limited resources attributed to our project, the very interesting investigations of adding random errors to building heights could not be conducted. Figure 14 . Radio-coverage-prediction results based on two different maps: thick black curve using the map of figure (13(a), and thin black curve using the map of figure 13(c).
Comparison can be made with the measurement results (grey line). As expected, the most accurate cadastre map provides the most accurate prediction.
Results of system performance
Another way of estimating the required accuracy of a radio-propagation model is to consider and visualise its overall effect on radio-network quality. Network quality can be quite complex to define and might involve coverage, dropped call, bandwidth availability, voice, video, streaming, and data. To simplify, the concepts of carrier-tointerference ratio (C/I) and rejection : call ratio will be introduced. The accuracy of the propagation model affects radio-network planning in various ways: first, a better understanding obtained by considering the workflow of radio-network planning and, second, a case study for the planning of a portion of a UMTS network. Figure 16 shows the typical workflow relevant to cellular radio-network planning. This workflow has been simplified to be valid for most current systems that rely mainly propagation prediction Figure 16 . Process for coverage and frequency planning in a GSM-like system. Each step requires the use of GIS to display useful results. Cellular data (GPRS) network planning will increase complexity and add further requirements to this process. UMTS planning does not rely on frequency planning but on planning-code allocation and power settings. UMTS coverage planning depends more heavily on traffic data. Thus, new tools and display features are required for UMTS planners.
on allocating different carrier frequencies to different cells (for example, GSM, DAMPS, PDC, TETRA). For systems using or combining other access technologies such as CDMA, the basic workflow shown in figure 16 can be reused if the`frequency plan (FP)' includes other parameters (codes and power parameters) required for these systems to operate properly. In this case the term FP should be replaced by the more generic term`radio resource plan (RRP)'. The visualisation of the results at several intermediate steps in the workflow requires many functionalities found in most GIS software, as shown in the examples provided below. The workflow for radio-network planning (figure 16) starts with coverage.
(1) Coverage predictions must be computed for all base-station antennas. Then coverage in each cell is obtained. (2) An`interference matrix' is then computed to quantify the interference between every pair of base-station antennas. (3) The next step is to allocate to each base-station antenna a set of carrier frequencies or more generally a set of radio resources (frequency, code, and transmitted power). The number of carrier frequencies required in each cell depends on expected traffic in each cell. An FP is designed on the basis of the interference matrix and on the experience of radio-network planners. For advanced operators, planners can work efficiently using the results of an automatic frequency planning tool. (4) The results are usually displayed as maps of C/I, the ratio between the useful carrier power and the useless and noiselike level from the interfering sources (usually other users).
Graphical tools should help the planners visualise the performance of the designed radio network. For example, the sources of interference under various traffic conditions are not part of the current limited functionalities offered by commercial planning tools.
Once the planner is satisfied with the predicted or estimated results of the planning processes, the FP can be loaded into the real network (5). Measurements, performance analysis, and eventual modifications are then required to achieve a well-designed radio network. Obviously the process is more efficient if accurate predictions are available and could rely on fewer measurements.
To quantify this conclusion, an investigation of the sensitivity on the frequency plan to the accuracy of the propagation prediction was performed (Ku« rner and Fauss, 1997) . It was concluded that accurate predictions lead to an implementation-ready frequency plan that requires less manual tuning than a frequency plan computed from conventional radio-propagation predictions. Experiences from Wavecall's customers confirm this. However, requirements about the accuracy of the geographical database and about the GIS features of the planning tools remain rather underexplored.
Another example of the interaction between radio-network planning and GIS is now provided. A case study for the planning of a UMTS radio network is reported. The sensitivity of UMTS ratio planning with respect to coverage predictions is known to be an issue (references 4^6 in Coinchon et al, 2002) but it is rarely detailed. In Coinchon et al (2002) , simulation results showed that the use of conventional propagation models and rough databases for the planning of future cellular systems like UMTS might cause serious difficulties. Indeed, UMTS simulations are heavily based on path-loss and traffic predictions. If predictions are inaccurate, results will also be inaccurate.
An additional difficulty of UMTS planning from a GIS point of view is that the coverage map cannot be processed as in GSM, but results can only be obtained and thus displayed for a particular snapshot, that is, for a particular set of users after a simulation of the UMTS services usages. Figures 17 and 18 show two results that can be compared with figures 3^5. Each dot represents a user requiring a certain service. Figures 17 and 18 show some interesting features from propagation and GIS viewpoints. Figure 18 . Superposition of thirty UMTS simulation snapshots based on ray-tracing propagation predictions and a 20dB building penetration loss. Overall 20% of the mobile telephones cannot be served adequately (rejections); 6% of the rejections are the result of too low a signal power ($600 dark dots), 9% because of overload of the network capacity ($960 darker dots). Very light grey dots show mobile telephones with appropriate service. Coinchon et al (2002) consider a typical urban planning example to quantify the relationship between the inaccuracy of propagation predictions and the effects on the planning of the UMTS radio network. Current empirical propagation-prediction models are known to be inaccurate in the first 100 m near the base-station antenna. Empirical models achieve better accuracy further away, usually at the cost of making measurements and then tuning the model. It is anticipated, although not immediately, that the density of UMTS sites will be higher than for GSM to insure higher data-rate services. Thus the accuracy of the propagation models in the first few hundreds of metres near the base station becomes more important.
UMTS planning is more complex than GSM voice planning. For example, a single minimum received signal level cannot determine the coverage and, similarly, a single interference threshold cannot insure sufficient service quality. Each service must be related to a given data rate and a specific quality of service, leading to specific threshold values of C/I. Furthermore, the network behaviour and cell sizes change with traffic. Data communication also adds another layer of complexity. Fluctuations or variations in data throughput, in delay and more generally, in quality of service are directly tied to variations of radio-propagation characteristics. Thus, the need for an accurate propagation model for UMTS planning is even more important than for GSM systems. By using a physical ray-tracing model the network operator can optimise service level to meet customer expectations.
As mentioned in the previous sections conventional propagation models are based on power-law distance dependence and cannot easily take into account propagation paths guided by the street (`canyon' effect). Often this inaccuracy tends to lead to an underestimation of the overlap between cells. Thus interference is usually underestimated by predictions using conventional models. For a UMTS radio network, more interference means less capacity and therefore less offered service and/or at a lower quality. Furthermore, underestimating the path loss over a given area means that users need only low power. Thus, the predicted capacity for this zone will be higher than in reality. Or, users will require more power than originally predicted. Thus the so-called soft' capacity limit of the UMTS network will be reached more rapidly than expected. GIS features must support the related visualisation of the results. But, in Europe, it is expected that most UMTS planners remain biased by their GSM experiences. This will not simplify the work of GIS specialists.
In Coinchon et al (2002) , a rather typical case of planning in an urban environment has been undertaken. A conventional empirical propagation model could lead planners to choose a rather inappropriate set of UMTS base stations. For example, predictions using a conventional empirical model (figure 1) would lead the planners to believe that only a 1% rejection : call ratio can be achieved (figure 17). However, more accurate radio-coverage predications based on ray tracing, for example, as shown in figure 18 , show that the rejection : call ratio is in fact around 12%. The large number of dark dots in figure 18 indicates areas where a mobile telephone cannot be served adequately. Alerted by the more realistic results of figure 18, a planner could then design an appropriate solution, for example, remove, displace, or reconfigure some base stations.
The same conclusion was reached by analysing the effects on multiple services: voice, low-speed data, and multimedia. Thus, providing the most appropriate feedback to radio network designed remain a challenging task for developers of GISs and planning tools.
Conclusion
The goal of this paper was to introduce specialists in GIS and geographical databases to the problems of propagation prediction and radio-network planning for cellular radio communications. Radio-network planners rely heavily on the display of a large number of intermediate and final results, such as maps of user requirements, coverage, carrier-to-interference ratio, completed calls, rejected calls, etc. The results are usually displayed as overlay for 2D or 3D geographical maps because the geographical locations of users and of offered services are of the utmost importance in the area of mobile communications. However, because of the conventional separation and lack of understanding between the world of GIS and the world of mobile communication planning, we believe that software for radio-propagation predictions and network-planning tools have room for improvement which could come from GIS specialists. Designers and software developers should be aware of the requirements beyond those expressed by planners usually under great pressure to deploy a radio network quickly at the least cost.
It is hoped that this paper could contribute to an understanding of radio-propagation predictions for mobile communications. Radio-coverage predictions are the basis for planning and designing an efficient and robust mobile radio network. Thus, a review of the basic concepts of conventional propagation models has been presented. Some figures have been presented to show rather conventional needs. Advanced features are left to the reader's imagination. For example, it can be observed that conventional propagation models rely only on the direct radio path between the base station and mobile antennas. However, more advanced and more accurate ray-tracing models are emerging. In this case, it might be of interest to display the rays and/or the relative importance (or the delay) between the two most important rays. However, tracing of the most important rays is not a feature of any known planning tool.
It was also shown that GSM and UMTS planning rely on somewhat different result displays because of the differences in access technologies and the increased flexibility and complexity of UMTS systems. Furthermore, because most operators will implement the GSM^UMTS handover, a uniform intersystem display might have to be developed to simplify the work of radio-network planners.
The design of databases for radio-propagation tools is another subject briefly mentioned in this paper. Our investigation of the topic has been to quantify the required accuracy as reported in previous work (Coinchon et al, 2002; Ku« rner and Fauss, 1997; Ku« rner et al, 1993; Lachat et al, 1997; Rizk and Wagen, 2000) . In the typical urban environments considered here, accuracy of about 1 m for building corners was found to be acceptable. The required accuracy for building height is more difficult to assess. Accuracy in the order of 1 m would most probably be suitable because the sensitivity of the predictions with respect to building height is expected to be smaller, but further work is also required in this area. Because the effects of the buildings are greater for those near the mobile telephone or near the base station, adaptive accuracy might be used to speed up the computation of the predictions. GIS software developers might find in the problems of radio-propagation predictions interesting applications of their algorithms.
